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The relevance of the study: It is caused that in an extreme situation any person can appear in any unexpected moments in lives. Unfortunately, many such moments imperceptibly became a making part of the world. Besides, all it makes strong impact on behaviour and a mental condition of the person. In extreme situations it is important to make how much this probably correct decision, but first of all, it is necessary to understand in which person has got a situation. To estimate a situation, the opponent and thus not to panic, and to choose tactics of behaviour and are overall objectives in the present state of affairs. So, there are important grounds to consider a problem of intercultural communications in extreme situations in non-decisive and demanding a thorough study.

The aim of the research: is to work out recommendations for experts in intercultural communications in behaviour in extreme conditions and in defining conditions for successful use of certain tactics, communicative strategy for successful communications speaking another language in extreme situations.

Objectives: 1 To analyse the bibliographic data devoted to intercultural communications in extreme conditions for the purpose of revealing of theoretical bases of intercultural dialogue in extreme conditions and their basic directions in intercultural communications;

2. To show influence of extremeness on process of intercultural dialogue;

3. To consider methods of self-control of the person which has appeared in extreme conditions of dialogue.

4. To give the analysis of various methods, tactics and communicative strategy for successful intercultural communications in extreme conditions;

Theoretical and practical significance of the study is to give analysis of the basic modern approaches during intercultural communications in the conditions of extremeness; concepts interpersonal communications, interpersonal compatibility, intercultural competence are defined, and the practical importance of research consists in working out the recommendations for experts in intercultural
communications. The offered recommendations give the chance to avoid the difficulties arising in the course of intercultural communications between representatives of different cultures in the conditions of extremeness and can be used in the further work as experts in intercultural communications at negotiating or in any other activity connected with dialogue speaking another language of representatives of different linguacultural communities.

**Results:** include working out of recommendations for experts in intercultural communications on the basis of various modern approaches as in our opinion their various use is effective in the conditions of extremeness, such empirical methods as supervision, the description of intercultural process have been used during practice passage

**Recommendations:**

- Not to neglect processes of intercultural communications;
- Be able expect and prevent the conflicts based on cultural distinctions;
- It is necessary to reduce stress and the negative emotions connected with wrong interpretation of actions of your foreign colleagues, employees or partners;
- Effectively to prepare for any form of intercultural cooperation;
- To create a basis for the long-term relations based on mutual understanding trust;
- To realise social construct «cultural distinctions» and to be able to prevent their influence.